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Exec. Board elections
attract large turnout

Payroll procedure change
produces mixed reactions
by Stephanie Roller

By Nick Jackson
Editor
On Wednesday, February
26, the Regis University Student Executive Board held their
annual elections, attracting a
large number of students as well
as a number of glitches. The
new president of the Student
Executive Board will be Junior
Todd LaSala.
Senior Chief Justice Kelly
Mcinerney gave an estimate of
350 students for the final count,
which represents a significant
increase over past years.

to be similar situations at first,
but details were significantly
different." The major difference revolved around the elections committee responsibilities.
According to Perkin's
campaign chairman Stan Richard, Perkins was informed by a
committee chairperson that he
could pass out fliers without a
Student Life office stamp.
"The elections committee

Please see
pg 15

Election

The elections committee
was forced to deal wi\h a num-

ber of setbacks during the course
of the voting, however. In
addition to some mechanical
difficulties, the committee
encountered two grievances
revolving around elections
policies.
The grievances centered
around the approval of posters
and fliers which are displayed
and passed around campus.
According to the Candidate
Rules and Regulations form
given to each candidate, "all
posters and fliers must be approved by Student Life ." Both
Chief Justice Candidate Peter
Perkins and Director of College Relations Candidate Kendra Mondragon were initially
removed from the ballot for
neglecting to do this.
After receiving the word
from the Elections Committee
that they could not appear on
the ballot, both Perkins and
Mondragon chose to submit a
grievance.
Mclnerney commented that
the two grievances "appeared

Books tore
changing
owners P.2
.___
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Staff reporter
After receiving an anonymous letter concerning a decision to change the payroll procedure from twice a month to
once a month, the Highlander
decided to investigate tl1e reasoning behind tl1e decision and
the reaction this change has
produced.
In a memorandum released
May 24, 1991 to the Regis
Community Administration,
Support Personnel, and Faculty
Outside the Collective Bargaining Unit, Joe Weber, the Associate Vice President for Financial and Information Services.
discussed \he reasoning behind

the changes in payroll procedure.
Due to an increase in the
number of people on the Regis
payroll of 66 percent over the
past four years, and the need to
handle the increased volume of
payroll check, yet keep administrative positions and costs to
a minimum, tl1e payroll clumges
will result in payroll practices
similar to what otl1er ccHleges
and universities do.
Payday now falls on the last
day of every month for all faculty, staff, and administration
except for employees under the
AA UP Agreement.
According to the May 24, .

tate adjustment to budgeting
on a monU1ly basis, Human
Resources will provide budget
seminars and financial counselors for U10se who would like
assistance in this transition."
In addition, transition loans, witl1
no interest, were made available to employees t11at were
equivalent to a two week paycheck with a flexibile repaymentschedule. Approximately
100 people took advantage of
ilie loans.
Additional methods of helping the employees adjust included ilie early release of
December and January paychecks, and the Employee

1991 memorandum, "Tofacili-

Assistance Program.

Packed audience attends eye
opening Kilbourne presentation
by Lauren Y och
Staff Reporter

On Feb. 26 Regis was privileged to have Dr. Jean Kilbourne
lecture on the topic of discrimination in advertising. Her lecture consisted of an informative presentation which was
highlighted by examples of poor
portrayals of women and minorities in advertising. The
turnout was excellent and only
standing room was available at
8:10 p.m.
Kilbourne spoke for over
an hour, and then answered
questions for an additional
twenty minutes.
The major emphasis that
Kilbourne placed was on the
negative images of women in
advertising and how it affects
all o f us.
She spoke of statistics in
child ren watching tllese ads and
how they were affected by tl1em.
How advertisement shapes our
lives, images, economy, and
social standards was
another main topic that
Kilbourne touched on.
Her statistics were astonishing, and when she
mentioned that ilie
advertising industry was
a $130 billion a year
P.3 .
industry the audience

Handicap
accessability
important to
Regis

was stunned.
Kilbourne's presentation
was not all serious however,
and she drew much laughter in
her commentaries on several of
t11e ads iliat she used as ex amples.
Some of ilie ads tlrnt she
criticized included: Calvin
Klein· s Obsession campaign,
Dep hairstyling products, and
alcohol ads depicting women
as objects.
Kilbourne stressed that she
was not advocating censorship
of advertisements, but railier a
greater awareness in consumers and knowledge that if people
don't like sometlling, they have
the power to change it.
Kilbourne got t11e message
across iliat many ads encourage the image of women as
"demented" housewives and as
sexual objects.
Through the format of her
speech, Kilbourne linked the
issues of sexual ads and abusive and violent situations.
Saying iliat iliough some of ilie
more offensive ads were extremely sexual, she didn't blame
iliem for an increase in sexual
crimes, but tllat it might be a
factor in abusive situations.
She offered her point of
view to consumers about iliere

needing to be more communication in ilie advertisement
world and less deception.
Kilbourne cited U1e problem of corporate profit versus
human need, using several ads
as examples. She demonstrated
how magazine ads encourage
an unattainable image of beauty,
and when women strive to reach
these standards the results are
often eating disorders and otl1er
psychological and physical
damages.
The advertising industry
wants tl1e public to conform to
ilie ideals that they set, and in
order to reach these ideals people
must purchase the right cologne
or hairstyling product.
Kilbourne also advocated
the need for better priorities
wit11in our culture. She said
that t11e need for awareness of
tl1e crafty advertising techniques
is great if we are to start getting
our priorities in order.
By priorities Kilbourne
meant tl1e corporate profit over
human needs and high
standards of physical
beauty, she said.
To date, Kilbourne
has put togeilier two fihns
on her lecture topic, and
lectures mostly on ilie
college circuit.

Reaction to ilie payroll
change has been varied. According to Joe Weber, a number of employees felt appreciative and tl1ankful for the type of
measures taken. They didn't
necessarily like having to go
from a paycheck every two
weeks to a monthly paycheck,
though tl1ey understood t11e
reasons why and as "part of
their personal sacrifice to make
Regis what we all want Regis
to be, U1ey were willing to do
that."
Coupled with that though
t11ey were appreciative that
sometl1ing came along witl1 it
to make it a little more palatable. "So it's the idea that you
try to be sensitive and listen to
them. You know you are going
to inflict a certain pain, difficulty or possible hardship on
people. Is t11ere a way iliat you
can soften the impact? That's
what these progr.ul)S were designed to do."

Please see
pg 13
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Dying elm welcomed Regis to Denver
by Genny Gibbs
Sta}!Reponer
For most of us, Regis is a
place that will occupy only a
brief part of our lives. We will
be here only a short time before
moving forward with our lives.
With the exception of a
few, Regis could be considered
only a layover on our plane trip
to some unknown destination.
Even teachers will come
and go.
However, some things
which are seen as part of Regis
have been around long before
most of us, and will be here
long after we leave. They make
the campus a pretty and enjoyable place. They display a
vibrant green surrounding for
us in the summer, a fiery orange array in the fall, and bold
thousands of sparkling white
snowflakes in the winter.

We anticipate the coming
of Spring Break as we see the
buds and blossoms appear on
them, and they provide a playground for numerous squirrels
upon which to run and look
down upon the passing faculty
.and students who daily walk
the grounds.
The trees on campus are so
commonplace that they often
go unnoticed. Rarely are they
appreciated by us; instead they
are used as a mere convenience
by an occasional student who
will sit and lean up against one
to do homework, or relax in its
shade.
Unfortunately, soon there
will be one less tree to appreciate in the Boettcher.Commons.
During Spring Break, an old
tree that bas the highly contagious Dutch Elm Disease will
be cut down.
This tree has been alive for

untold years, and if able to talk,
would probably have many fond
memories to recall.
Perhaps as it looks upon
Main Hall it remembers when

called "The Rock."
The tree also probably
watched as the Jesuits used to
work on their farm and garden
that used to be where the A.L.C

I think that I shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree.

A tree whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the earth's sweet flowing
breast;
A tree that looks at God all day
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;
A tree that may in summer wear

A nest of robim in bee hair;

Regis University

Upon whose bosom snow has Jain;
Who intimately lives with rain.

Highlander
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ball fields now stand.
This tree has probably seen
the old dirt road which led to
Main destroyed, watching as
many other trees that lined the
road were chopped down.
And now this tree will be
chopped down too.
Not many will notice a
difference in Boettcher Commoos wheo they return on March
16, but there will be one less
tree to watch over people as
their journey through Regis
continues. Perhaps, Joyce
Kilmer said it best when he
wrote:

that building was the only one building stands today. In paron campus. Then when looking ticular, it might recall a Jesuit
at Carroll Hall, it might recall named Father Ben who c.ared
that it served as the dormitory for a grotto and flower garden
while the Jesuits lived on the (a little of which still remains)
third and fourth floors of Main outside where O'Connell Hall
(the two floors that weren't used stands today, and have fond
for classrooms or administra- memories of kids ice skating in
tive offices).
the winter on a lake that used to
However, back then Main was sit where the softball and base-

Career Corner:
by Carla Johnson
As mild breezes hint that spring term is almost over, many
seniors' thoughts turn to graduation and the prospect of a new
lifein a new location.
Here are some tips for those wishing to relocate:
1. Target and research the desired geographic area.
Discover through local newspapers, rankings books, and from
residents what the locale has to offer in terms of job outlook,
cultural and recreational activities, cost of living, environmental conditions and demography. Compare the data you
gather with your values, goals and priorities.
2. Identify and make contact with potential employers.
Look in employer directories for large companies, in cities'
yellow pages for smaller ones, and get names of contacts in that
locale from friends and alumnae living there. Send a cover
letter ~d resume, followed by your phone call requesting to
meet with your connection in the organization.
3. Visit the city with pre-arranged interviews. At least
a ~eek in your ~esired co~unity is essential to being hired for
a Job there. Spnng break 1s an excellent time to interview compani~s -~ wbic~ yo~ are interested. Also peruse the town you
~e v1s1tmg to identify which neighborhoods you want to live

m.
. _4. Think before you move. If you have ,accepted a
position, kno~ that most of your first month's pay will go
to":'ard relocation e~penses, including furnishing your new
residence and deposits for rent and utilities.
·
If Y?u ~~ve not landed a job before you graduate, reassess
your pnonti~s. to determine which is more important--the
locale or obtainmg a professional position for your first job out
.of college.

Follett to
take over

bookstore
by Nick Jackson
Edilor

On Thursday, March 12,
the Regis University Bookstore
will go through a significant
transformation, although most
of the final results will not be
seen until next year. While the
students are on Spring Break,
the bookstore will be placed
under the control of Follett
College Stores, a national bookstore chain.
Vice President for Student
Life Tom Reynolds, the Student Life representative to a
committee chaired by Vice
President of Administration flill
Schoemer, called the change a
neccessary ingredient for increasing the quality of the
bookstores.
Basically, Regis had two
choices concerning the bookstore: spendenormous amoun~
of money upgrading the staff,
inventory, and physical layout,
or search for a company that
specializes in that.
There were four reasons
why Regis felt that Follett
College Stores provided the best
prospect for success. First,
Follett has much greater purchasing power for books than
Regis. According to Reynolds,
not only will Follett be able to
get greater overall prices, but
the markup will be 25% as

Please see Follett,
pg 13
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Stal/Reporter
According to the ADA
Compliance Guidebook: A
?thecklist for Your Building,
e Americans with Disabili-

~jor life activities (e.g. seemg, hearing, speaking, walking, breathing, performing
manual tasks, learning, caring
for oneself, or working)."

struction, nor does it require
alterationstoexistingbuildings.
However, when new construetion or alterations are undertaken, such work must be done

tobeabuildingcode,butrather
itisintendedtobeacivilrights
action allowing individuals with
disabilities an opportunity for
legal recourse for building

ties Act (ADA), signed by President Bush in July 1990, is
sweeping legislation designed
to extend civil rights protection
to persons with disabilities.
The law is divided into four
major Titles that prohibit disaimination against the disabled
in employment, state and local
government services, public
transportation, public accommodations, and telecommunications."
The purpose of the Guidebook, is to provide detailed
information on the regulations
addressing accesmbility in buildings.
According to the General
Principles of Title Ill, "the intent of the ADA is to provide
persons with disabilities with
accommodations and access
equal to, or similar to, that
available to the general publie."

There are numerous aspects
to the ADA law that involve
different areas of the accessibility issue. The Removal of
Barriers in the Public Aecommodations section of the law
states that "The ADA requires
that architectural and communications barriers be removed
in existing 'public accommodations' effective January 26,
1992 provided it is 'readily
achievable' to do so."
Under the Accessible AlPhoto by Jeffrey Ryan.
terations and New ConstrueFreshman Tammy Schultz negotiates wheelchair.
tion section, "Alterations made
to 'public accommodations' or
'commercial facilities' that in accordance with the law's owners and managers not in
begin after January 26, 1992 accessibility provisions."
According to Lennis Peder- compliance.
must be made accessible in line
"The key to compliance is
son, director of Physical Faciliwith specific technical ADA
the
development of an inventies, "Regis University has been
requirements. New buildings
tory of architectural barriers and
'designed and constructed for obligated under Health F.duca- an organized plan for the refirst occupancy after January tion and Welfare Section 504 moval of the barriers. The ADA
to remove architectural barri26, 1993' must be made fully
expects that those items which
ers
and to continue a good faith
accessible to and usable by
are
readily achievable majors
persons with disabilities, in effort since 1973 or '74 when be accomplished quickly and
accordance with the same re- that section came into being. items that require huge resources
From that standpoint the ADA
quirements."
would not necessarily be ac.
is
not a burden for Regis.
The ADA, however, does
rnmnfoihP.rl nrnmn
"

MOUNTIAN VIEW
DENTALP.C.

~

STEVE RUNNINGS,
DDS (Regis Alumni)

4590 Lowell Blvd.
455-8962

10% DISCOUNT
WITH REGIS I.D.

March 16

STARTING MONDAY JANUARY 20TH 1992

Hyatt Regency Information Session
All Majors
3:30 to 5:00 p.m.

~~~t~tr~I

March 18
FBI Information Session on Special Agents
All Majors
3:00 to 5:30 p.m.

MON

TLJES

FRI

ABS AND

12:00

12:00

12:00

BACK

LISA

LISA

LISA

SCULPT

3:30

March 19
VISTA recruiting for volunteers
All Majors

\\IEDTHURS

STEP

KAREN

3:30
KAREN

3:30

3:30

MARY ANN KAREN

March 20
Hyatt Regency entry level positions
All Majors

CONFIDENTIAL SUPPORT GROUP
for
students recovering from
Anorexia/Bulimia

Call Jerene Anderson
Personal Counseling
458-3507

AEROBIC

4:30

4:30

STEP

KENDRA

KENDRA

6:30

HIGH AND
LO~/

DEBBIE

INTENSITY
AEROBICS

6:30

6:30

LISA

LISA

u~r::;;1ty"SPotlight:

Fine Arts, Nursing~-------

Student Nursing Association invites majors to get involved
By John Nielson
Contributing reporter

Due to the hectic clinical
schedules and intense workload
of the various health care programs here at Regis, not many
nursing students are able to
socialize with the rest of the
campus.
Though it has been several
years since the School f<X Health
Care Professions moved from
Loretto Heights to the Main
Campus, few members of the
general student body know of
their existence, other than as
"those people in the basement
of Main Hall."
So, in the spirit of collegiality and an increasing awareness of each other, The Highlander would like to increase
coverage about events, students

and faculty of the Nursing Programs. If you have any info to
share, or ideas for an article,
please call John Nielson at 4776084.
A record number of freshmen and sophmores are declared
nursing majors. To all of you,
the Student Nurses' Associa.tion would like to extend a
special invitation to become
involved.
The next meeting will take
place on Wednesday, March
18 at noon in Room #125 of
Main Hall.
On the agenda will be the
scheduling of various social and
community service events. This
is also a great place to meet
juniorandseniorstudentnurses
who can provide some insight
into preparing for the upcoming years' classes and clinicals

(while crossing over the River
Styx, so to speak).
All nursing majors (including freshman and sophmores)
are requested to assist with the
Channel 9 Health Fair during
the week of April 4 through
April 12.
We will be working together at a yet-unspecified location, assisting with blood
pressures and vital signs. Those
interested can call Lisa Montori at 426-9676.
Also, keep an eye out for
posted notices on the bulletin
boards. This is a good way to
find out about conferences,
meetings and scholarships.
Each of the health care
programs has their own board,
including the freshmen and
sophmores.

Photo by Mike St. John.

Nursing Lab: Not many Regis students are familiar
with the nursingfacilities in the bottom ofMain Hall.
This year, the nursing program has endeavored to
become 11J()re involved in the college through a new
Nursing Club and various other activities.

-

•

Pro2ram A<:tivicy Council
MARCH 5

THURSDAY THRILLS
Bill Fancour
Pianist
9 p.m. Ranger Station
The place to be on
Thursday Nites!!
Photo by Nick Jones.

SPRING BREAK FUN
Join PAC for two great trips!!
It's HOT, HOT, HOT!
Journey to
CANCUN!
See a PAC member for details!
COME SAIL AWAY!
Cruise on down to the
BAHAMAS!!
See PAC to join in the fun!

DON'T FORGET. ..
Ranger Day
Committee Meeting
Friday at NOON
2nd Floor--Student Center

EVERYONE WELCOME!!!

GET ACTION PACed!!
Applications for
PAC Positions
available after Spring Break!!
GET INVOLVED!!

. "She can sit": Junior Katherine Brown shows her ability to sit down on a couch
during a recent play competition in Pocatello, Idaho. The play "Fools" was
: greatly enjoyed by nearly 800 people in one performance.
!/
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Organizational Notes_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
7THANNUAL
REGIS FORUM ON THE NUCLEAR AGE
"T)le New World Order:
Its Meaning and Implications"
The Science Amphitheatre: March 24-26
TUESDAY, MARCH 24
Keynote address, "The New World Order", Mr. Henry Trewhitt, 7
p.m.
Visiting Woodrow Wilson Fellow at Regis and pro fessor of journalism at the University of New Mexico, Henry Trewhitt was
Newsweek's diplomatic ancl White House correspondent for seven
years prior to joining U.S. News and World Report in 1985 as chief
diplomatic correspondent.
Round table discussion, 7:30--9:00pm. Participants:
Mr. Clifford May, Sunday editor of the Rocky Mountain News .
Mr. John Ferrugia, anchorperson. KCNC --Channel 4
Professor Ved Nanda Director of the International Legal Studies
Program at the University of Denver College of Law.
Mr. Tom Hirschfeld, Senior analyst, Center for Naval Analyses,
Washington, DC.
Janellen Smith, PhD, Chairperson , Department of Communication Arts, Regis University .
Moderator: Daniel Clayton, PhD, Associate Professor, History
and Political Science, Regi s University
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25
The New World Order: Latin America, the Pacific Rim and Africa.
Round table discussfon, 3:30--5:30pm. Participants:
Colonel Paul Vioti, PhD, Professor of Political Science, the United
States Air Force Academy .
Roger Martin, PhD, Associate Professor of Modem Languages,
Regis University.
.
.
Fi; Adam Bunnell, PhD, Vicar Provincial of the Franciscans, and
Assistant Professor of History at Bellarrnine College, Kentucky.
Mr. Henry Trewhitt
.Mr. Fred Littlepage, Senior Analyst; Science Applications International Corporation, Washington, DC.

Rennaissance Club designed
to involve non-trad students
by Kendra Mondragon
Staff Reporter

Out of the need to accommodate the adult re-en,try student, tJ1e Renaissance Club was
fom1ed last semester. The
purpose of tJ1e Renaissance
organization, as stated in tJ1eir
constitution,, is to educate
members of the Regis community about the needs and interests of adult re-entry students
and work to effect policies and
programs tJ1at will accommodate tJ10se needs.
Dr. St.Clair, Education
Deparunent, is tJ1e advisor to
the prognun. Dr. St.Clair stated
that there is an imbalance of
priorities, morals, and seriousness between tJ1e adult and tra-

Over the weekend of Feb.
29 - March 1, the Forensics
team travelled to Durango,
Colorado to _c ompete in the
Division Nine qualifying tournainent for N ationals. The team

Moderator: Daniel Clayton, Regi(University

did well in this tournament.
Senior Julie Clayton qualified for National competition
with a 7th place finish in Impromptu Speaking.
Sophomore Dom Dezzutti
qualified in Extemporaneous
Speaking with a second place
finish in that event.
Vik Gumbhir, freshman,
qualified in After Dinner Speaking with a fo urth place finish.
He also placed fifth in Dramatic Interpretation. With this
finish, he is the second alternate to go to Nationals in this
event.
Senior Pam Espinoza
placed fifth in Communication
Analysis. She is an alternate to
go to Nationals in this event.
Freshman Tammy Schultz
qualified to go to Nationals in
Impromptu with a 5th place
finish .
Junior Claire Russell also
qualified for Nationals in Impromptu with a 4th place finish . She also placed 5th in
Dramatic Interpretation, and is
the first alternate to go to nationals in this event,
Junior Jeff Pass placed 6th
in Prose, and Todd LaSala,
junior, reached tJ1e semi-final
round in tJ1is event.
At the present time, 12
members of the Forensics team
have qualified events for Nationals, and each of the 12 have
qualified in more than one event
The National tournament
will be held in St. Louis, Missouri April 10-13.

7:00--9:00pm.
"Setting the Stage" Presenters:
Jonathan Adelman, PhD, Ass.o ciate Professor, the Graduate
· School of International Studies, the University of Denver.
Gladys Frantz-Murphy, PhD, Associate Professor of History,
·
Regis University.
Round table discussion participants:
Karen Feste, PhD, Associate Dean, the Graduate School offoternational Studies, the University of Denver
Gregg ·K vistad, PhD, Associate ·Professor of Political Science,
the University of Denver :
Paul Vioti
Ved Nanda
Fred Uttlep~ge .
Fr. Adam Bunnell
..
Moderator: Mr. Torn Hirschfeld
:rHURSDA Y, MARCH 26
The New World Order: The Implications for U.S. Security Policy
Round table discussion. 3:30--5:30pm. Participants:
Mr. Henry Trewhitt
Mr. Fred Littlepage
Mr. Tom Hirschfeld
Terry Schmidt, PhD, Professor and Chairperson, Political Science and History, Regis University
Moderator: Daniel Clayton
The Economic Impact of the New World Order
Address : "Trading Regions of the Future"
Mr. Jim Reis, President, World Trade Center, Denver, Colorado
Round Table discussion, 7:30 -- 9:00 p.m . Participants
Alec Tsoucatos, Ph.D. , Adjunct Faculty, Regis University.
Thomas J. Fahey, Adjunct Instructor, Regis University; Director of
International Business Development, Gates Rubber Company .
Paul G. Bergman, Jr., Adjunct MBA Faculty, Regis University; President Internatio nal Trade Association of Colorado.
David Wagner, Adjunct Faculty, Regis University; Columnist for the
Mainichi Daily News in Japan.
Moderator: Ed Cooper, Ph.D., Associate Academic Dean, School for
Professional Studies, Regis University

support and assistance to ensure U1ese students of a comfortable assimilation and academic success, and finally, 5 to establish a physical environ ment in which re-entry students
can meet socially and academically.
The organization is pres ently in U1e process of becoming ratified tJ1rough General
Assembly and opens membership to everyone in U1e RU
conununity who shares U1e interests of adult re-entry sludents.
Also, the organization in phmning a receplion in April for
anyone interested. For more
details, please contact Dr.
St.Clair in U1e Educalion Deparunent, Carroll Hall.

Forensics team
successful at
district meet;
almost entire
team going to
nationals

Mr.'Iom. Hirschfeld

· The New World Order: Europe .ind the Middle East.

ditional student, in which, arises
a series of needs for the reentry students. "Ahnost all adult
re-entry students are commuters with jobs and families which
make tJ1em feel conspicuous
because of tJ1eir age .·· Small
inconveniences like finding a
place to set down their books or
eating alone in the snack bar
have become significant obstacles to the re-entry student.
The goals of U1e Renaissance organization are divided
into five parts: l - to work with
tJ1e RU community to create an
atmosphere of welcome acceptance for adult re-entry student<;,
2 - to encourage RU administration to res(X)nd to their needs,
3 - to help recruit and attract reentry students, 4 - to provide

Photo by Marybeth Stalp

tanning: Drs. Dan Clayton (/.) and Terry Schmidt discuss

,pcoming nuclear forum.

POETRY
READING!!
Friday, March 20
7 - 8:30 pm

.AT

COMMON
GROUNDS
(32nd and Lowell)
Open to Faculty, Staff, Students, Public

Featuring Two Published Poets
Sponsored by the RU English Club

Call 455-4301 or x3501
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OvervieW~---------=-$-=-=-o=o-:o~AAm:e~n~dm:e=nt;-asks for 20,
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General Assembly Minutes
n
receive their

Campus

March 2, 1992
ROLL CALL
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
d
Minutes were approved by Julie Strawbridge-West HGB an
Seconded by Alicia Foley-Pi Kappa Delta.

to front April concert

I.
II.

ill. Psychology Club Update

.
Luis Diaz spoke to GA requesting funds for an upconung
Conference. He motioned that GA give the Psychology Department $250.00, with Michelle Smith-Sophomore Class Rep
seconding it. Peggy Gladbach proposed a frie_ndl~ amendment:
that GA would give $125.00 with Luiz accepting it. Peggy then
called for a vote with Chris Kelly seconding it. The request was
passed.
IIIA.Frrst Reading of Amendments
.
.
Amendments 17 and 18 were read, with discussion and vote
to follow at the next GA meeting.
IV Second Reading of Amendment 16
· Amendment 16 was read, Peggy Gladbach motioned that ~e
endment with Patti Quintero seconding it. Discussion
pass thi s am
· Cl ·
ensued, and Julie Strawbridge called for a hand vote with arre
Russell-PAC seconding it. The amendment was passed by over 3/
4 vote.
Vice-President of Student Affairs Update
.
Tom Reynolds spoke to GA about a proposal by the Umversity to Traditional Undergraduate Students at Regis. This proposal

V.

states that:
Freshmen as of Fall 1992 will be guaranteed to graduate from
Regis in 8 semesters in 4 years or in 5 if studying abroad with one
major/minor and a 2.0 GPA each term. If studen~_are not able t~
graduate, Regis will pick up the bill for tbe remammg semesters m
order for the student to receive his/her degree.
VI. Club Space in O'Connell
.
Jim McCormick spoke to GA about remaining club space m
OC. Please talk to him if you are in need of club space.
VII. Director of Community Relations Update
Jenelle Martin, Dir of Community Relations spoke to GA
aoout comm service tor ciuos. 1bere are events coming up--tbls
Wednesday March 4 from 3-5pm the Catholic Worker needs
i-,ple for the Soup Kitchen. Talk with Jenelle soon to get your

Comm Service info.
VIll.Presidential Update
Peggy Gladbach informed GA that she will be taking on the
responsibilities of President along with VP of GA for the remainder of the 1991-92 term of office.
VIllA.English Club
Tray Fitzgerald spoke to GA requesting funds to program an
activity for the English Club, a new one on campus. They will be
having a Poetry reading on March 20 from 7-8: 30pm at common
Grounds on 38th and Lowell. He proposed that GA give the
English Club $100.00 with Kevin Maloney-OC HGB seconding. A
hand vote was called by Michelle Smith and seconded by Lauri
Harris-JBoard. The proposal was passed by simple majority.
VIIIB.Renaissance Club
Mary Pulick spoke to GA requesting funds for an activity for
the Renaissance Club, a new one on campus also. She proposed
that GA give the Renaissance Club $25.00 with Michelle Smith
seconding it. Peggy Gladbach called for a hand vote with Dan
Hattrup seconding it. This proposal passed by simple majority.
VIllC.PAC proposal
Wendy Leonard, VP of PAC spoke to GA requesting
$20,000.00 for producing a concert at RU with Claire Russell
seconding it. After much discussion, Peggy Gladbach proposed a
friendly amendment that a committee be formed and decide if this
proposal will be passed or not, for the details are not solid at this
point. Wendy Leonard accepted this as a hand vote was called by
Peggy Gladbach, seconded by Chris Kelly. The proposal to form a
c<Jmmittee was passed by simple majority and the committee was
formed, consisting of: Marguerite Toledo, Christine Beyer, Bryan
Steffen, Chris Kelly, Kim Aragon, Allison DeBold, and Shauna
Vollmer.

by Nick Jackson
Editor

f last
Toward the end
Monday's General Assembly
meeting, Vice President ~f
Program Activities Council
Wendy Leonard presented a
bombshell to the members presentintheScienceAmpitheatre.
After three club representatives
had asked for portions of the
$250 G.A. special fund, Program Activities Council requested a possible $20,000 tab.
This amount, said Leonard.
would act as part of the front
money for a rock....concert currently scheduled for the weekend of Easter. The concert is
going to be co-sponsored by
Colorado School of Mines. As
of the G.A. meeting, PAC and
Colorado School of Mines bad
tentatively settled on Eddie
Money as the act
After expressing grave
concern about the amount of
money and hearing that it
wouldn't register as a debit
unless the concert failed, the

°

G.A. members voted by a slim
margin to allow a committee to
determine the feasib1'Iity and
work out the details of the

first readings

Editor's Note: Thefiollow111•g
ndm
amade . ents received their first
re l,Angs at the March2Gen.
era ssembly meeting. .,"''
n.~.
will be ~oted on at the March
16 meeting.

concert.
On Tuesday, the commit:.
tee met to talk more about the
financial risk associated with
the venture. At that meeting,
the committee was unable to
ascertain how the effect of a
loss would be felt. At one point
during the discussion about the
finances, Leonard reaffirmed
that "it is a risk ...You've got to
trust us."
In addition, the committee
expressed little satisfaction with
Eddie Money and discussed the
Smithereens, Cheap Trick, and
Joe Walsh as potentially more
attractive groups.
DirectorofStudentActivities Jim McCormick, who has
put on a number of concerts of
this sort, is acting as an advisor
to Program Activities Council.
The committee will meet
again at 8 a.m. tomorrow on the
second floor of the Student
Center.

Amendment 17
Amendments may be pro.
posed by any voting member
of the General Assembly. The
entire membership of the Geot'r.11 Assembly must be infamed
of the proposed amendments
at least one week before the
voting is to occur. Voting on
1he Amendment sbail take pla:t
at the first meeting following
the proposal. A majority of
three-fourths of the voting
members is required to pas.,
any amendments. All votes on
amendments must by roll call
votes.
Ol3Ilges in the ronstitutioo
will be made by a voting
memberoftheGeneral~mbly and passed by a simple
majority vote of the General
Assembly. Upon passing, the
Constitutional change must be
passed by a petition of the
Studem Body reaing two-~
of the names of the full-time
· enrollment of Regis College
students.

Amendment 1%
A coordinator in the Pro·
gram Activities Council shall
be appointed in the spring by a

standardapplicationfmterView
process and shall be responsible for, but not limited to a
Fall "Welrome Back" event and
Ranger Day in the Spring. This
person shall be a stipended
member of PACandshallbein
charge of ~sembling the com·
mittee f<I' each respective event

For

insurance

call
MARTHA EUBANKS
Agent
5460 W. 60th Avenue
Arvada,
80003

co

Bus ... (303) 421-9900

Like aSZVo<i l}eilQlbor.
VIllD.Women's Forum
Molly Firth spoke to GA about a new club being formed on
campus, called the WOMEN'S FORUM. This club will discuss
women's issues and is not exclusive to women, but is encouraged
for everyone.

State Farm 15 t~·

•
..

.- STATE FARM

IX. Announcements
Inaugural Ball Donations were given from Jason MaroneyFreshmen Class Rep of 100.00 and 74.00 from PAC. 1HANKS!!
X.

Adjournment

1NSURANC~

....:::.

·

eompanoes
State Farm Insurance gton 1111notS
HomeOfftces : e1oom1n .
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Mexico Project allows students·
to learn about new cultures
::S::''':E'iii:,!!i]::wstcmv:::,,,
by Lauren Y och
Staff Reporter
The Mexico Project originated at Regis three years ago,
talcing place over Spring Break.
The purpose of the Mexico
Project is for Regis students to
share their talents and energy
with another culture, receiving
the hospitality and experience
of Mexico in return.
The town that these students visit annually is called
Nueva Rosita, and the work
that they do there is centered
around the community parish.
The town itself is not far
outside the Texas border into
northern Mexico, and has one
priest for 20,000 citizens. The
focus of the service this year
will be to put a new roof on the
church there. ·
Fundraisers conducted by
the Mexico Project participants
will help to provide materials there, the students will stay with the first day. The students who
for the new roof at the San Jose families in the San Jose Obrero had made the trip previously
Obrero parish. Fundraisel's have parish.
found that even people of two
included: a concert, raffle, and
Father Kevin Burke com- different cultures and languages
an auction of autographed mented that it was an act of could still communicate very
Bronco memorabilia. Each hospitality on the part of the well.
student must pay $100 to cover families to offer their homes
Father Burke emphasized
the expenses of the trip.
and to share their lives with the that the mission of the Mexico
The transportation of the students. In return, the stu- Project was to experience the
students is provided by the dents share their work within generous culture of this Mexican mining town. "The famiuniversity in the form of a Regis the church community.
van and two cars thathave been
Another insight shared by lies are simple but beautiful
donated by the Jesuits.
Father Burlce was that even and have a very deep faith,"
\\ WU\ \ake a\)\)TOxima\e\y \hough \here is a language baT- Buike said.
24 hours to drive there. Once rier; it is hardly noticeable after

Dialing Up Tax
Answers

Are you contused about your taxes? Do you need
a question answered or wish to order a publication?
Call the IRS.

Telephone Tax Assistance ......... . ...... 1-800-829-1040
(IRS assistors answer questions)
Order Publications or Fonns ... .... .... l-800-829-3676
(Most publications are listed in Publication 9 10)
Tele-Tax-Taped Tax Messages ... .... 1-800-829-44 77
(Over 140 taped messages available)

j'
77t

(!,

~~

Automated Refund lnfonnation .... ... . J-800-829-4477
(After mailing laX return,
allow 8 weeks before calling)
. .... 1-800-829-4059
Hearing Impaired ..... .
(Must have access 10 TDD equipmenl)

p~---rfi~
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,,-7,,.__ ~:_-,,;~ / ~·.:-1
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Thousands of books available
for low prices at DML booksale
An estimated 9,000 to
10,000 hardcover ~d paperback books will be up for grabs
during this year's Annual
Booksale.
The booksale, held in the
basement of Dayton Memorial
Library March 17 and 18 from
9 a.m. until 8 p.m., features
books on subjects such as philosophy, biology, literature,
computers, foreign language,
business and economics, fine
arts, history, chemistry, as well
as popular fiction such as mysteries, spy novels, and the horror genre.
The books for sale are a
combination of books which

Regis University no longer
wishes to hold in its collection
and from a ~llection purchased
from the old Colorado Women's
College.
After selecting those books
which are not duplicates to
Regis' collection the remainder are put up for sale to students, the faculty, and the public.
Because many of the books
are duplicates to the Regis collection, the availability of books
of superior quality and subject
matter are for sale at ridiculously low prices: $1.00 for
hardcovers and $.50 for paperbacks.

Schedule for
1992 Spring
Commencement
announced
Spring Commencement for
students in the School for Professional Studies will be held at
10:00 a.m. on Saturday, May 2,
in the Boettcher Commons.
Commencement for Regis
College students and the students in the School for Health
Care Professions will be held in
the Boettcher Commons at 10
a.m. on Sunday, May 3.
A Baccau1aureate mass will
be conducted by Campus Ministry at 4 p.m. on Saturday,
May 2, in the Regis University
fieldhouse. In the event of
inclement weather, the commencement ceremonies will also
be held in the Regis fieldhouse.
Caps and gowns will be
dispersed to participating students in the Adult Learning
Center lounge area from 4-6
p.m. on the following dates:
Wednesday, March 18
Thursday, March 19
Students who are unable to
attend cap and gown dispersal
must contact the Commencement Department in the Regis-

trar's Office (458-4396) no later
than Friday, March 20, to make
special arrangements.

Correction
On January 23, an advertisement for tutoring in foreign languanges was unclear about the
price charged per person. Wladek Rybkowski is
offering tutoring lessons for $15-40 per hour
each for individuals and $5-10 per hour each for
groups.
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Comm Board is a force to be rec one with
By Liz Harding
Features editor

"l11e role of the Communications Board is to facilitate
U1e operations of Ule media on
campus," said Todd LaSala,
director of college relations.
As director of college relations, one of LaSala' s responsibilities is to chair Ule Communications Board. The board also
consists of Ule student managers of Ule Ulree media, (Ule
Highlander U1e Ranger yearbook, and KRCX) Ule advisors
of the media, U1e student Executive Board President. The
Vice President of Student Life
and Ule Director of Campus
Life serve as non-voting members of Ule board.
The Communications
Board was established in Ule
1989 under U1e direction of Pete
Louree, executive board president, and Greg Kolomitz, director of college relations. l11e
reason Urnt Ule board was created was, according to LaSala,
··to help Ule media work togeU1er in a spirit of cooperation ."
LaSala added Ulat Ule
Communications Board meets
several times a semester "to
discuss problems, issues and
concerns Ulat are common to

Ule Ulree media."
"The Comm Board is a very
helpful means of uniting Ule
Ulree media and providing a
helpful forum for U1e discussion of Ule issues which are
presented to U1e Highlander ."
said Nick Jackson Ule editor of
Ule Highlander.
In Ule past year, Ule Communications Board have discussed many issues, including
Ule problems Ulat KRCX has
been having, Ule expansion and
Ule name change of U1e Highlander and possible changes in
Ule staff of U1e yearbook.
According to LaSala, there
was the possibility of the creation of a new yearbook staff
position, special advisor. This
person would have served as a
special advisor to U1e yearbook
editorial staff. However, since
Dave Lowe, decided to stay on
as editor, Ule position was not
created.
LaSala said that me yearbook has grown Ulis year and is
becoming more independent.
"l11ey' ve made a lot of progress Ulis year," he said. ''l11ey' re
becoming an organization mat
is more hands - off to me Comm
Board."
Anoilier organization that
is a part of the Communications Board is Ule Highlander.

Photo by Mike St. John

A look behind the scenes: The office of the Ranger yearbook, one of the three
student media on the Communications Board
LaSala said Ulat me main issues discussed about me Highlander in the board meetings
were Ule name change on Ule
expansion to 16 pages.
The oilier organization in
me Communications board is
KRCX, the Regis radio station.
LaSala said Ulat Ulis year, Ulere
has been a focus on KRCX,
trying to keep U1em operating.
There has been a lot done already, including a new general
manager, Giovanna Richmond,
at the beginning of the fall
semester.
There was also a effort to
connect KRCX wiili a local radio

KEEP YOUR

EYES OPEN!!!

station, so mat me staff could,
when necessary, get the advice
mey needed. KRCK recently
returned to t11e air after several
weeks wiiliout broadcasting and
have several shows daily.
The Communications board
also worked wiili 0U1er groups
on campus to put on last semester' s Media Day. The day was
designed to provide tips to people
who are pursuing jobs in media
related fields .
This year, Ule main issue
Ule Communications Board
discussed was a proposal to
connect me board and Ule three
media more closely with Ule
Communication Arts department. LaSala feels that the relationship that results from this
proposal, if it goes through, could
be fabulous for both the Communication Board and the C.A.
department.
LaSala mentioned that he

Yearbook staff is
cohesive, dedicated
and committed
By Linda Lachapelle
'Staff reporter

SPRING INTERMURALS
ARE COMING YOUR WAY!!
Sign Ups for softball, volleyball, &
other intermural contests
are happening soon!!
Don't get left out!!

BEA PART OF
REGIS INTERMURALS!!

~

- - - -- - - ~ - ~- - - -- - - ~ - ~

- - - -- - - ~ - ~

- -

has many things Ulat be would
like to see accomplished in the
future. He said Ulat there is a
need to work on the cohesiveness of Ule group.
"If the Comm Board came
together as they were supposed
to, Uley would become a force
to be reckoned with" he said.
LaSala believes Ulere is
·'enormous potential to be
achieved" in all U1ree fonns of
the media, and also with the
Comm Board. He said that there
is a lot that'can be learned by
becoming involved, and when
people contribute what they
have, there can be a big difference in the levels of accomplishment.
"l think the Comm Board
has been real effective this year,
more than any oilier year I've
been on it," Lowe said. "We've
had some real innovative ideas
that I hope we can build on."

"I U1ink we're a much more
cohesive group," said Dave
Lowe, editor of me Ranger
yearbook about Ulis year's staff.
"We have the same goals and
we really work well together."
This year, yearbook was
under me advisement of me
communications department
chairperson, Janellen HillSmiili. Lowe says Ulat because
of this, the yearbook has become "more related to the communications department'' and
he adds that Smith's "professional input has helped". Lowe
says that having the communications department involved
wiili yearbook is a new experience, and it bas been "bumpy"
starting, but he feels that it
"will smooth out".
The yearbook staff had
many goals for this year. One
of these goals was to meet the
necessary deadlines. They also
hope to repeat last year's

- - - -- -

~

- -

- - -

-- -

achievement and have the book
available at fall Clearance.
Lowe feels that U1is year the
staff has "made real strides in
me terms of meeting deadlines" . He added Ulat the
progress made is owed to the
"commitment of the staff'.
Lowe also said that this
year, the yealbook is on budge~
and does not owe any money.
He hopes that they can use
some of the money they have
to expand and possibly buy
new equipment.
Lowe also explained that
aliliouoh
there are work study
:=,
positions available for yearbook which need to be approved, anyone can join the
staff. He said that aliliough
beino a part of Ule staff is a
trem;ndous amount of work
and a big commitment, it is
enjoyable.
.
If anyone is interested m
becoming a part of the staff,
stop by the Yearbook office,
located on the second floor of
the Student Center. ..

~
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KRCX: going to the extreme; making a good impression
by Del Stark
Asst. Editor
A month has passed since
KRCX has begun broadcasting
over the air. Talk shows and
music sets have filled the airways, as KRCX members have
been planning an aggressive
offensive to bring back creditability to their organization.
In this month's time Student Executive Board, administrators, and the student body
have had the chance to assess
KRCX and its credibility. At
the present time, KRCX's budget
is frozen and under Communication Board. KRCX also cannot
set any long term or short term
budgeting and purchasing goals.
In the past month, KRCX
has fixed their broadcasting system to be able to broadcast to
DeSmet Hall and the Student
Center Cafeteria. Regis radio
can be heard throughout a large
portion of the campus. But as
of yet, KRCX has no control
over its budget.
During the next Communication Board Giovanna Richman, KRCX general manager,
will appeal their budget restric-

tion and ask the Board to define
what KRCX can purchase regarding music and equipment.
KRCX has been very active this past month with two
pup gigs under their belts and

hours of broadcasting time.
Many students called the station to participate in talk shows
discussin cults, philosophy ,and
between

Photo by Mike St. John

Future plans for Regis radio include sponsoring an open
microphone night, setting up a
request box in tl1e snack bar,
and ordering sweatshirts t11at will
promote tl1e station.
Over spring break, U1e snack
bar will equipped to receive
KRCX broadcasts. KRCX plans
Lo broadcast daily from early in
tl1e morning to late at night.
KRCX has also been contracted
to DJ CKI's District ConvenLion dance on Friday March 13.
A montl1 ago concern and
controversy plagued KRCX and
strides have been made Lo stabilize tl1e functioning of tl1e radio
station. A proposal has been

discussed in Communication
Board outlining tlrnt an administrator from tl1e Communication Arts Department take the
tllree media organizations, radio, yearbook, and newspaper,
under advisement.
Todd LaSala, president
elect and current director of
college relations visited KRCX's
last meeting to discuss tile proposal and answer any questions
and concerns. KRCX members fielded tl1eir concerns to
LaSala and tlley discussed wriling a more specific const.itut.ion.
LaSala commended radio staLion members and Lhe overall
progress of tl1e station.

·ghlander is a vehicle
discuss pertinent
•
ampus issues

KRCX studios: In the upcoming months , KRCK has
many things planned, including placing a request box
in the snack bar to get student input

Colllill Board proposal seeks
to unite the three Regis n1edia
By Liz Harding
Features Editor

One of the issues that has
been discussed the most in the
Communications Board this year
is a proposal that would link the
Communications Board more
closely with the Communication Arts department and would
provide a single advisor to all
three media.
Janellen Hill-Smith, the
chair of the communication arts
department said that one of the
purposes of the proposal is to
"provide the three Regis student media with one advisor."
Smith added that as a result of this proposal, the three
media would be provided with
an advisor who had experience
in the media. At this time, the
advisor position would be filled
by Smith, who is currently serving as advisor to the Ranger
yearbook.
According to Smith, the
idea has been in the planning
stages for a long time. The idea
first came about in a Communications Board meeting in late
November or early December,
when then-President of the
Student Executive Board Matt
Gambs first proposed to close
downKRCX.
The discussion that followed this proposal brought forth
the idea to provide the radio
station with an advisor who had
experience in radio broadcasting.

Smith said that after this
suggestion, another member of
the Communications Board suggested having an advisor for all
three forms of the media who
knew sometl1ing about t11e
media. So, tlle Communications
Board decided to see if there
was a way to provide this advisement.
One part of this proposal is
for the Communication Arts departrnen t to offer more classes
relating to media. Th is has been
a concern for a long time, especially witll Mass Media majors
who felt they were not getting
enough practical experience
before tl1ey graduated.
According to Smitl1, next
fall there will be a course about
tl1e radio industry offered and
in the spring an audio production class will be offered.
In addition to these classes,
the journalism classes that are
currently available will still be
offered. There will also be tl1e
possibility of "special interest"
classes, Smitl1 said. The subject of these three classes would
depend on tl1e interest of tl1e
student and the availability of
tl1e teachers.
One of the concerns that
was brought up during tl1e discussions of this proposal was
tl1e possibility of the studentrun nature of tl1e media being
tl1reatened. However, according to Tom Reynolds and Smitl1
this is not even consideration at
tl1is point. Both are very much
in favor of keeping the media

student-run.
Altllough a lot of preliminary work has already been
done, tl1is proposal is still very
much in tlle planning stages. A
lot of work is still left to do, including revising tl1e Communications Board constitution to
include a description oftl1e advisor role and the role of tl1e
Communications Board for
each of tl1e tllree media.
The tluee student media
representatives on the Communications Board have varied opinions of tl1e proposal.
Dave Lowe, editorofthe yearbook feels tliat the proposal is
a great idea.
"That is a proposal that is
fully supported by myself and
the yearbook office," he said.
"I hope it goes tluough for tlle
sake of all tluee members of
tl1e media.
Nick Jackson, editor of
tl1e Highlander feels that tl1e
proposal has a lot of merit, but
certain issues sfill need to be
worked on. 'Ttiere are issues
which need to be worked with,
especially considering tl1e role
of the advisor and tlle role of
tl1e Comm Board," he said.
The general manager of
KRCX, Giovanna Richmond
also believes tl1at the proposal
is good but needs work. "the
proposal sounds like it has a
lot of potential," she said. "Witll
explicit definitions in the constitutions it sounds like it can
work to it's fullest potential."

Photo by Mike St. John

A messy office is the sign of a layout night: Nick
Jackson, I 991-92 editor of the Highlander takes a
breakfrom layout to talk to a staff member
of tl1e paper.
"We have been able to inStaff Reporter
crease tl1e quality of tl1e conTI1e purpose of a student- tent and build on tl1e foundarun college newspaper such as tion of tbe past years," Jackson
The Highlander, states Edi- said. he went on to say t11at
tor-in-Chief Nick Jackson, is tl1is accomplishment was due
"to reflect, analyze, and evalu- mostly LO t11e staff who have
ate tl1e campus and tl1e world been part of tl1e paper t11is
outside of it from a college year.
student's point of view,'' ocJackson· s biggest goal for
casionally exploring issues that tllis year was to make tl1e
might otherwise be kept hid- Highlander more "issue oriented." He wanted to make
den .
Over the course of t11e past t11e paper "a vehicle for disyear, t11e Highlander has ex- cussing tlle pertinent issues of
plored many issues tl1at affect tl1e campus and t11e conunutl1e students of Regis and tl1e nity."
world around t11em, including
As for tlle near future,
handicapped accessibility, stu- Jackson believes "we· ve built
dent government events and a good base fornext year's paper," pointing out t11at more
tuition increases.
The Highlander has un- people are involved wit11 tl1e
dergone a number of changes paper now tl1an have been in
this year, including a name past years. Altl10ugh he has
change and a four page expan- concerns about U1e top leadersion. In addition to tl1ese, new ship of t11e paper and restrucpositions were created on the turing witl1in tl1e Communications Board, Jackson feels
editorial staff.
Jackson feels that one of tllat tlleHighlander' s base and
tl1e biggest accomplishments energy will enable it to conof tl1e Highlander this year is tinue within any new arrangetl1e high quality of the content ment.

by Brenda Mondragon
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From the Heart
by Nick Jackson

Katherine Brown, why

did you have men chasing
you all over the cafeteria?
Michelle DeSantis had

men falling all over her at
the alumni b'asketball
game.
Could anyone tell us why
Vik Gumbhir yells "Monkey Boy at Regis!" Maybe
Jeff P~ would like to
speculate.
Dr. Terry Schmidt, just
what should we do to the
economy?!!
Susan Baldwin, did you

All we at the Highlander wish to do is retain as much
freedom and responsibility that a college paper has a right to
exercise and the ability to reasonably handle.
During the course of this semester so far, the IDghlander has
joined with the Communications Board in an attempt to develop
a mutually beneficial relationship with the Communication Arts
department and Dr. Janellen Hill-Smith especially. Dr. HillSmith comes to Regis with an impressive amount of experience
with media organizations, bow they work (and sometimes don't)
and what can be done to improve them. This experience can prove
to be invaluable when a media organization on campus is unsure
how to deal with certain situations or as a continuous resource for
editorial staffs as we continue to increase the quality of newspaper
which is produced.
However, every advisor must walk a very fine line when
determining the extent of their involvement. While advisors
almost always have a great deal more experience than the students

Fallacies of An Undergrad
by Del Stark
"Look at that pictur,e on the wall man!"
"Oh my gosh!"
"She's butt naked!"
"Quick give me a staple remover!"

have a nice breakfast on
What ever happened to the picture of the woman with her
backside in the buff? Since the Naked Truth seminar has passed,
Sunday morning?
Kendra Mondragon, look

out Cancun here we come!
Liz Harding, I thought you

had a single room, or is
that just during the week?

Shawn Macaluso, have
you seen any ghosts lately?

Dom Dezzuti, is "Doctor
Suction" sucking or blowing?
Mark Gunther, how was

Mardi Gras?

they work with, the organizations are still STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS. When I envision working with Dr. Hill-Smith, for
instance, I see myself asking a number of questions and appreciating all advice that I receive. At the same time, I see myself and
the remainder of the staff retaining the very important ability to
disagree with and act counter to all of the advice except for that
which would be illegal or would critically harm the paper. More
than likely (judging from experience), we will make some unwise
decisions when we disagree, but that's all part of the learning
process and we need to learn to take responsibility for those
decisions. At the same time, we will make some wise decisions
and have the satisfaction of taking credit for them.
If we may sometimes seem stubborn and distrustful, it is only
because we care deeply about our independence. If this independence is assured, I sincerely believe and hope that the staff is more
than willing to respect and consider any criticism or suggestion
levelled at the newspaper. Try us and see!

the bare bottomed brunette has probably landed herself in someone' s lower left desk drawer. Not much stink was raised on
campus over that fancy fanny and I wonder why?
Is this not a religious institution? I'm surprised that no one
got offended and cried sexual harassment. No one tried to cover
the picture with glue and cotton balls, so I guess that nudity is
acceptable on this campus. No one seemed to mind that a picture
of butt-naked women adorned the Student Center lobby. Does
this mean that the new bookstore will sell Playboy and Penthouse? I may be stepping out of line, but it's only a question.
It was rather ironic that the pictures used to advertise the
Naked Truth seminar were in themselves advertisements that
took advantage of the provocative nature of the feminine physique, which inevitably enticed an audience. This was a clever
means by which the campus was made aware of advertising's
image of women as well as seducing an audience for Jean
Kilbourne.
The science amphitheater was reportedly packed and I wonder
if the advertising used to announce the event prompted such a
turn- out Was the audience a concerned group of individuals
interested in exposing advertising's image of women? Or was the

audience just merely intrigued by the half-naked women?
I didn't have the pleasure of attending the seminar due to
other plans, but from what I have heard, it was an excellent
lecture. I hope Regis' audience was a concerned group of individuals.
Although I was not offended by the woman with the callipygous anatomy, I am appalled with our student government.
Last Monday General Assembly approved Amendment 16. I
cannot cry sexual harassment, but I sure can cry rape. As a student
population, we have been raped ofour right to vote. We have been
violated. Our privilege to show concern about our student leaders
through election has been lost. Student Representatives will no
longer be elected by their peers, they will be selected by an
election committee.
What if ·this election c6mmittee has favorite "prospects to
appoint as the student appointees? Wouldn't the interview
process by almost a waste of time? Who is to say that this process
will be fair and immune to partiality and favoritism? I hope that
there hasn't been any back scratching as of yet (I hope that there
never is) but members of GA, you have set yourselves up. Why
doesn't Regis have a concerned group of individuals that would
pack the science amphitheater for GA? Is there only an interest
in provocative lectures?
What will come next? Will Student Executive Board members be chosen by committee? Who would serve on that committee? Our student government will become a monarchy; a family
of favorites and partials leading the school.

DeSmet Hall, how was the
root beer float party?

The Scheme of Things

Peggy Gladbach and
Marybeth Stalp, thank

by Kate Skarbek

you for your work with the
It's Tuesday night, mid-term week. Tomorrow I have three nation on my part. But it's more than that. (And I'm not saying
student reps this year.
papers due and a mid-term to take. I still have an article and a that just to rationalize irrational actions.) Anything I do during
Seniors, only seven more
weeks until graduation.

Hey Bo, are you trying to
be like Jordan playing
basketball and golf?

column to write, as well as copy-editing to do. I was stressing.
But I'm not anymore.
Nope. Not anymore. No--l'm watching "Happy Days: Toe
Reunion" instead. Reliving part of my childhood. Complete
regression.
It was, after all, the first prime-time television show I was
allowed_to watch. Ah, memories.
Anyway, I decided to take time off and regress. I only do this
sort of thing when I'm darn close to exhausted. Now qualifies.
I know, I know. I complained about this whole mid-term
system last semester at approximately this same time. And, since
this is my last mid-term week I felt I should mention them once
again,in passing at least. Personally, at this stage of the game, I'm
more than willing to solely focus on "Happy Days."
The happiest days of my collegiate experience thus far have
actually occurred during mid-terms and finals weeks. I think that
might be because by these times in each semester I'm too tired to
care about my grades. Therefore, I am more likely to take risks
in assignments, allowing more creativity to infuse into my worlc:.
I'm also more likely to kick back with friends (always spontaneously), find out how they're doing, and just enjoy spending time
with people instead of books, paper, word processors, and pens.
Granted, a great deal of these activities stem from procrasti-

these weeks that is not study-oriented can be legitimately classified as a survival technique.
It might make more sense to just sit down and do all the
reading, studying, and writing at once. Frankly, though, aside
from the fact that it would take a minumum of 76 hours (yes, I did
calculate it--that was foolish procrastination) without sleep, I
couldn't do it. No balance to it whatsoever.
Balance is absolutely necessary at times like these.
That's why I took time out to watch "Happy Days: The
Reunion." I was stressing because I was too caught up in
deadlines and due dates. You know, adult things. So I reviewed
(and to a certain extent relived) what I did almost every Tuesday
night at 7 p.m. from the age of six until I don't know when. It
wasn't the same. I understood sexual innuendo that I hadn't even
known was in the show when I first watched it years ago. In some
respects it was better this way--it no longer seemed as innocent as
it had.
Here I'd been thinking those were the good ole days, when in
fact, I had no idea what was actually occuring in "Happy Days."
I've never believed ignorance was bliss, although it can be more
comfortable at times. Like mid-terms.
Whatever happened to Chuck?
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Trustee
commends
Highlander for
a job well done
Dear Editor,
I was most pleased when
Father David Clarke furnished
tome, asamemberof the Board
of Directors, a copy of the
February 6, 1992 ffigblander
edition. As a member of the
Board I am extremely proud
that Regis is represented by such
aqualitypublicationandplease
express our gratitude and congratulations to your entire staff
for you represent Regis University very well.
Backin 1955, when Iwasa
member of the staff of what
~ called at the time the Brown
& Gold, we certainly lacked
the quality and in-depth reporting that I see in your current
publications.
Keep up the good work.

PAUL TSDNGAS.
OEMOCRA11CCANDIDATE
FOR PRESIDENTMASSACHUSETTS

Walter F. Imhoff

Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter to
response to the opinion that Erin
Scroeder wrote about on how
filthy the boys' and girls' dorm
bathrooms are in Desmet Hall.
Unfortunately you just
received one side of the issue.
But now it's time for you to
receive the other side of this
serious problem that in my
~ shouldn't be swept under
the carpet!
As a student going to Regis University I have been in all
of the dorms and seen things
that would make President Bush
throwup!
Erin Scboeders' opinion on
bow filthy the boys'and
girls'dorm bathrooms in Desmet Hall are true!
Indeed the dorm rooms in
the girls' and boys' bathrooms
are filthy and should receive
daily cleaning. But there are
alot of.issues underlying this
problem that haven't been but
must be addressed if this problem is ever to go away!
First of all, the students do
abuse the bathrooms by spitting on the walls, throwing
bugers on the walls and just
about anything you could imagine done to a bathroom!
They basically don't give a
damn! I have a question for
these students. Would you treat
your parent's bathroom this way
oc ~ically their house this way?
Whether the students like it or
not, it is their home and they
should take care of it and not
take it for granted! I know the
students pay alot of money to
come this institution, but it still
give them no right to abuse the
dorms they live in or the bathrooms on campus!
Secondly, from my conclusions, the subcontracting

company that is hired to clean ceiving quick respones to probthe dorms on this campus ex- lems that exist in these dorms
hibit poor and incompetent man- and the employees that are cleanagement practices. "Why?", ing these bell boles, I believe,
you may ask. Because a com- are not receiving fair and justly
pmy with~ and some human pay!
decency would not have let this
I am not knocking down
problem happen in the first what this young lady had said
place!
because she is right! But I
Thirdly, ~d lastly, why wanted to address the other side
hasn't Father Clarke or any- of this sad and unbelievable
body in higher authority ad- issue that could have been
dressed this serious problem? avoided if people just cared!
They should be steaming mad
that their "customers" are livAaron W . Crouts
ing in these dorms are not re-
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Explanation given for ballot disqualification
To the Editor:
Fust and most importantly,
I would like to submit this letter as an extension of my deepest appreciation to the 39 .4%
of the voters who took the time
to "write in" my name for the
position of Director of College
Relations. Although I lost the
election, the 6% margin loss
proved that there were students
who believed in me at a time
when I almost stopped believing in myself or my candidacy
for the position.
Secondly, I feel the responsibility to explain my circumstances during the election and
any thought of future action. I
take full responsibility for the
violation of an election rule
stating that I was to approve
any written material through
Campus Life (stamped). I
neglected to foresee that an
absence of stamp on my yellow
flyers would grieve so many.
In response to my violation, the
election committee completely
disqualified me from the election, but fortunately, upon my
appeal to the grievance committee, I was allowed to continue to run for the position, but
only as a "write in" candidate.
In a similar circumstance, another candidate who violated
the same rule, however, re-

mained on the ballot, a decision apparently separate of my
own. Also, I would like to state
that I had my own opportunity
to file a grievance against the
candidate who posted over
twenty items at one time. I
believed that this issue was so
petty, insignificant, and unfair
to the student body, therefore I
did not submit a grievance. My
beliefis that for every disqualified candidate, the student body
is stripped of a vote, voice, and
input.
At the present my energy
and spirit has yet to be regained, but I feel that this issue
has raised enough concern
throughout the student body and
will be addressed appropriately.
As for me, well, I olan to look

ahead and maybe apply for
another leadership position. My
only concern is that this event
not influence apathy on our
campus; instead, I hope the this
event inspires students to get
involved in leadership programs
and make changes.
I have to admit, however,
that I will always wonder if
onlyhadmynameremainedon
the ballot, eliminating a lot of
the confusion that election day,
the 6% margin would have lied
in my favor. Good luck 199293 Student Executive board
members and best wishes to
all! .
Kendra T. Mondragon

GOODNEWS
FOR WORKING FAMILIES

··EARNED

INCOME

CREDIT

1he IRS may have
up to .$2,020 for you!
You may qualify for the Earned

Income Credit if in 1991 you:
• Earned less than $21,250 from a job,

and
• Had a child living with you for more
than 6 months.
Even if you do not owe any tax, you
might still get money back.
For more information call the
Internal Revenue Service at
1-800-829-1040.

'.,8il
fd!/JI

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

We ,must protect unborns' rights
Dear Editor,
"Those who hold the reins
of government should not forget that it is the duty of public
authority by appropriate laws
and sanctions to defend the lives
of the innocent, and this all the

r

more so since those whose lives
are endangered and assailed
cannot defend themselves.
Among them we mu~t mention
in the first place infants hidden
in the mother's womb. And if
the public magistrates not only
do not defend them, but by their
laws and sanctions betray them
to death at the hands of doctors
and others, let them remember
that God is the Judge and
Avenger of innocent blood
which cries from earth to
Heaven!" From the encyclical
Casti Connubi. Pope Pius XI,
Dec. 31, 1930.
Abortionists kill 3 babies
every minute, giving them no
anesthetic! A common way they
do it is to tear the baby to pieces
with a twisting plier-like tool.
Now is your best age the
help stay this! Join a pro-life
group or start one. No one can
take your place. God bless you.
Mary Rity Crowe

New York

Faculty Forums
The following forums
discussing professors'
sabbatical research, will be
held on the given dates in
the Faculty Lounge of the
Student Center. They will
last from 12-1 p.m.
Thursday,
March 19, 1992

Janay Y. Downing
Associate Professor, English

Wednesday,
April 1, 1992
Barbara A. Finney
Associate Professor,
Biology
Thursday,
April 16, 1992
Jim L. Riley
Professor of History and
Political Science

Co~n:iunity Notes (National, State, Local}
Is Regis zn accordance with ADA?

Clarke named Neon·Ninties Person of the Year

Handicap (cont. from pg 3_)_ _ _ __
ance with ADA when changed.
Included in the plans are a
vertical transportation device,
not an elevator, that would allow access to the second floor
of the Student Center.
In addition, upcoming additions to the campus such as the
ATM machine must be in compliance with ADA laws. The
ATM machine must be accessible to everyone, including
students with disabilities. Today, a campus tour was conducted with individuals from
the Easter Seals Society, a service organization that assists in
funding research and equipment
for individuals with disabilities. The tour was organized to
identify areas of the campus
that provide accessibility problems.
Several information sessions
on the Americans with Disabilities Act are being planned to
inform the Regis Community.
Interested faculty and staff have
developed a grass roots effort
to study the accessibility issue
on this campus.
"I think we are taking a lot
of first steps, "the attitude is

right," said Jim McCormick
director of Student Life. Wbe~
the need arises, we do the best
wecan. "Weneedtohearmore
about people who have special
needs," McCormick also said.
An example of those special needs that Regis is addressing is the Graduation ceremony
that will occur in May.
Michelle DiSantis who has
been here for her four years of
undergraduate study, will receive her diploma on the stage
along with her fellow classmates.
Due to the specifications necessary for a ramp, and the limited space, alternate plans were
made which will allow DiSantis to be on stage instead of
down in front of the stage.
"I was kind of a trailblazer,"
DiSantis, in reflecting on her
four years here, said. "Sometimes you have to settle for
second best. Maybe those that
follow me will have better
provisions than I did. At least I
get to be up on stage to receive
my diploma instead of being on
the sidelines where people can't
see me."

Staff gets paid once a month
Checks (cont. from pg l) _ _ _ _ __
Reaction from staff members, who wished to remain
anonymous, was varied. One

but I am fortunate that in our
family my income is the second income, and this makes it

emp\O'yee stated she bates the

easier to put more mone)' into a

new payroll system. "It is our saving situation than we do if I
money that is loosing interest. am paid twice a month."
I am sure it is great for Regis,
She went on to say, "I can
but it is hard to budget for and also understand the frustration
why do we have to make our of those employees who delives miserable when it could pend on the Regis income as
be rectified."
the primary source of income.
Another opinion was "In my Thatwouldbeverydifficultfor
particular case I feel it is good, my family to adjust to."

Improvements plannedfor bookstore
Follett (Cont. from pg 2 ) - - - - - opposed to the 30% markup
that Regis needed to implement.
The markup represents the percentage profit above the cost
which comes back to a business.
Secondly, Follett' s current
computerized fuventory control
systemis much cheaper than purchasing a brand-new system.
Thirdly, and perhaps most
attractive for students, is the
ability for Follett to buy back
more books. Because it is a
chain, Follett will presumably
be able to buy back books which
will be used in any of the colleges which it services.
Finally, Follett is willing
to spend approximately
$100,000 in remodeling the
cwrent store in order to increase
its attractiveness and functionality.
Reynolds cautioned that
Follett will not accept charges
on students' accounts except
for during the first two weeks
of school. To decrease the
inconvenience associated with
this change, Regis will make
the application for major credit
cards easier to accomplish, as

well as providing for an Automated Teller Machine on campus. In addition, Follett will
provide a "Follett scrip," which
is somewhat like a gift certificate and can be used to purchase any items from the store.
Therese Rouse, the acting
manager of the bookstore, expressed some concern that the
employees bad not received
much information about the
change. Some of the more
pressing concerns revolved
around the hiring by Follett of
the current employees. Although
the staff was informed that they
would have jobs with the new
company, they have not received
any sort of con.tracts. "We
haven't been informed about
exactly what will be happening," Rouse commented.
The Follett proposal presented to Schoemer in November of 1991 boasts a "95% personnel retention rate when colleges and universities change
from institutionally run bookstores to contract management"
In addition, Follett encourages
student internships and work/
study programs.
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Lakewood, CO--The Rev.
David M . Clarke, president of
Regis University, will be honored by Red Rocks Community College as 1992 Neon
Nineties Person of the Year.
The award will be presented on
May 1 at the Neon Nineties
Gala, an annual benefit sponsored by the Red Rocks Community College Foundation to
raise money for college scbol-

Week designed to

help future offcampus Students
The first ever off-campus
week will be the week of March
23-27. This week is designed
to educate future off-campus
students about how to survive
away from the Regis campus.
Amoog other subjects, there will
be answers to such questions as
what students should ask their
landlords about leases, what to
do about pets, home securty
and budget maintenance.
In addition there will be
volleyball games in the quad
and a Friday Afternoon Club
Off-Campus Scavenger Hunt

rthprizes.

arships.
The annual award honors
an individual for outstanding
leadership in furthering the cause
of education and for bis or her
service to the community.
Previous honorees were Colorado State Senator Al
Meiklejobn, 1991; and Coors
Brewing Company executive
Joe Boyersmith, 1990.
Clarke has served on numerous boards and in 1985 was

featured as one of "The Ten
Most Distinguished" by the
Denver Busi~ Magazine.
The Neon Nineties Gala at
the Denver Marriott West Hotel will open with a silent auction at 6:30 p.m., followed by a
dinner dance. Cost is $40 per
person. For information or to
receive an invitation to the third
annual benefit, please call Barbara Martin at 988-6160, ext.
302.

Cash prizes offered by
government for alcohol
•
•
prevention materials
The Federal Office for
Substance Abuse Prevention
(OSAP) announces a contest
for college students (including
graduate students) or student
organizations to create and
submit alcohol prevention
materials for cash prires. The
contest offers students the opportunity to have their work
published and distributed nationwide, to win significant cash
prizes and to develop materials
that will help others. Awards
will be made for:
"Special Issue" campus
newspaper or magazine on alcohol problems
Alcohol infonnation and

prevention booklet or handbook
Alcohol prevention poster
Entries will be judged for their
creativity, originality, accuracy
of information, wit, impact,
message retention, and overall
effectiveness.
Entries must be received
by June l, 1992. Awards will
be made in the Fall term of the
1992-93 academic year. There
are no limits on the number of
entries which can be submitted
by a student, organization or
college.
For further information students should call 1-800-4871447.
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Rangers ride four-gaine streak into CAC seinifinal
Crucial wins over Fort Lewis, Southern guide Regis into tonight's matchup at Metro State
by Trey Fitz-Gerald
Sports Editor

r
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r
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The Regis men's basketball team defeated Colorado
Christian University 91-79
Tuesday night in the first round
of the Colorado Athletic Conference postseason tournament.
The Ranger's fourtl1 consecutive victory boosted their season record to 19-9 as the hoopsters make a last-minute run for
Regionals.
Tommy Crawford led a
balanced Ranger scoring attack
with 24 points, as David Horton added 22, Jeff Stewart 17,
and Bruce Thomas had 11,
including two spectacular dunks
tl1at moved the crowd, to round
out tl1e scoring. Stewart, the
CAC rebounding champion, and
Crawford led Regis with 6 boards
each.
Positive attitudes and relaxed play are back witil tile
Rangers, who, when up by a
large margin, now respond to
opponents' runs confidently and
without panicking. This newfound trait contrasts to tile tight
games of tile last few weeks
when Regis lost control and
was unable to regain it.
"The Fort Lewis game was
tile biggest of tile year, in terms
of giving us confidence," says
Assistant Coach Doug Farley.
'Toe guys didn't think too much,
or try to do too much. They
were calm and it paid off."
The four-game winning
streak was highlighted by a home
107-94 victory over Fort Lewis, whose defeat of Regis sent
tile Rangers into their mid-sea-

recovery time.
son around," states Coach Far"Of course we're going to ley. "And tl1ey did it by winmiss Gary," says Robert Kin- ning tough grunes on tl1e road
nard, tile senior captain of the and coming back in tl1e final
Rangers. "We' 11 miss tl1e pene- minutes of games.''
tration, his vision on tl1e fast
The overachieving Roadbreak, and how he creates for runners have overcome disseneveryone else. But the Metro tion, a lack of early chemistry,
game on Thursday will be our and possibly a lack of talent to
fifth witl1out him this year, and post a 10-2 CAC record, win
people are mentally prepared tileir third consecutive conferto not have him out there. People ence title, and be ranked sixth
are stepping up and making up in the North Central Region.
tile difference."
"You don't have to be as
TI1e CAC semifinal game talented," says Coach Farley,"if
at Metro State will be at. 6:00 you play harder."
pm at the Auraria Events CenThe nintil-ranked Rangers
ter. Metro, tile conference cham- definitely are faced with a tough
pion due to a hard-fought win matchup, playing on Metro's
in Pueblo last Saturday night, home floor, against a team so
the final day of the season, is high right now. However, tiley
running on confidence. They had better not look past Regis.
started out the season 5-10
"I tilink that tlley respect
overall, but have won 11 of us, if not only because we gave
tileir last 12 games.
tilem one at tileir place before,"
"Metro is so confident believes "Bo" Horton, referbecause tiley turned their sea- ring to a game in which the
Rangers led by twelve witil 8
minutes to go and led by one
witil 4:30 remaining, but permitted a 24-6 Roadrunner run
to fipish tile game.
"They work well togetiler,
and tiley're confident, but we
are playing well right now also
and if we have everyone show
up and l)la-y at the top of our
game, watch out1"
Schedule your mid-term
studying around tile 6:00 pm
start at Metro, and go support
tile Rangers as tiley make tileir
run at a CAC tourney title and a
bid to tile NCAA Regionals.
•Should tile Rangers win
Thursday, tile CAC championanger hoopsters prepare for CAC tourney and possible bid to Regionals.
ship will be at 7:00 pm at Metro.
The Regis- Metro winner plays
File Photo
tile DU-Soutilern victor.

son tailspin, and a crucial win
over Southern Colorado, who
occupied tile CAC pentilouse
until tl1ey were victimized by
tl1e Rangers.
TI1e balru1ced scoring of
tile Rangers is evidenced by tl1e
absence of one Regis player in
the top 10 statistically, and the
trend of different players leading every night. In tl1e revengeful victory over Fort Lewis,
Crawford poured in 29 points,
Horton had 28, and Robert
Kinnard had 19. One other player
had 9 points, and three others
contributed 6.
"Anyone on tilis team can
score," says Kinnard. "We just
need to have confidence in each
other. Any individual accolades
will be earned based on how
tile team does as a whole."
It seems as though everyone can rebound also.
Crawford's 29-point outburst
was polished by 16 rebounds.

Jeff Stewart added 10, and had
16 boards versus Soutilem.
The 73-71 win over the
USC Indians was a tight, intensematch that saw five Rangers in double-figures ru1d one
other with eight. The Rangers
seized control tilanks to two
steals in the last 1: 30 by Gary
Walker, the leading tl1ief in tile
conference, that amounted to
tile final tl1ree points of the
game.
Walker, tl1e junior point
guard who finished third in tile
CAC in assist average with 5 .3
per game, is lost for the year
due to a flagrant cheap shot last
Saturday at 7-21 University of
Colorado-Colorado Springs. A
memberoftile0-12 in the CAC
Gold shoved the Regis catalyst
into tile wall on a breakaway
layup, dislocating Walker's right
elbow. He should be ~ack at
100% shortly. However, tile
season is shorter than ''.G"' s

Alumni night, basketball game provides thrills for many
Newton, Simental still have touch as they light up the scoreboard
by Michelle De Santis
Sports Reporter

On Saturday, February 22,
1992, Regis University hosted
Regis Alumni Basketball Night,
an event tilat drew a record
crowd of 750 to tl1e fieldhouse.
Three hundred alumni took
advantage of tilis special evening, which featured a game
within a game as players from
past Regis teams competed witil
one another on tl1e court at
halftime. The second half of
the game immediately followed
the regular men's game against
Fort Lewis College.
Twelve players took part
in tile contest, and teams were
designated by blue and gold
Regis University tee-shirts.
Rerurning alumni included:
John Rapp ('65), Will Alston

L__~ - = ~- - - -~ - ~

(' 85), Dan Baker(' 85), Harold
Cotton ('86), Pete Louree ('90),
Errol Sango ('81), Brian Webb
('90), Antonio Adams ('88),
Scott Courts ('83), Greg Nehf
(' 85), Adam Simental(' 88) and
Danny Newton ('91).
Ultimately, tile Gold team
overpowered the Blue team by
a 30-point margin, but the final
score didn't seem as important
to the players of eitiler side as
was the opportunity they had to
play togetiler and relive tileir
glory days as athletes one more
time.
"I enjoyed getting back on
the court and playing in front of
everyone." alumnus Danny
Newton stated.
Newton played guard for
tile Rangers until he graduated
last year, and consistently entertained fans witil bis game

- - - -- - - - ~~

breaking three-pointers. He
admits tilat he misses playing
collegiate basketball and "just
being around my friends."
One of the main objectives
of Alumni Basketball Night is
to reunite Regis athletes and
allow them to have fun and
reflect on their playing careers.
Each player bas his own
best and worst memories of
being a Regis Ranger, and
Newton is no exception. His
fondest memory as a player is
of beating tile Metro State Roadrunners last year at Metro. On
tile other hand, tilere are things
about basketball tilat he does
not miss, like, "the long road
trips and that sweet old bus (tile
people mover)that we had."
While playing in tile alumni
game was tile highlight of tile
evening for returning athletes,
tiley also enjoyed watching tile

- - - -~ - - - ~~

current Regis men's team
dominate Fort Lewis.
One alumnus stated t11at
the difference between tl1is
year's squad and the ones he
played for is tilat "tilis year's
team is more atilletic and
quicker."
The excitement provided by
tile play of the current Regis
team along with tile entertaining performance of former Regis
greats made Alumni Basketball Night a big success and a
pleasurable affair for tile fans
and players who attended it.
Assistant Director of
Alumni Relations Shelagh Tighe
credits Paul Bergman, a 1971
alumnus of Regis, for tile continued success of this event.
Bergman has been organizing
alumni games for several years,
and plans to do so again next
year.

- - - -- ~ - ~ ~~

Have a grea
Spring
Break!
on't break a le
skiing
or
drown
swimming in th
ocean!
See ya in 3 weeks

from
The Highlander

- - - - - -- ~ ~

- ---- - --
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RU bhaseball stopped by Foskuhl
weat er, not by opponents
, Deters atop CAC sconng, reby Trey Fitz-Gerald
Sports Editor
The Regis baseball team
returned home late Tuesday
night following a two-day trip
to that
jewel of a city,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

bounding stats for 15-12 Lady Rangers
weekend to play vaunted
Creighton and Iowa State, also
Division I foes.
Inclement weather at the
home of the Blue Jays and the
College World Series stopped
the game.

Starting ace Ben Veltine warms up before a game against Colo
ado College. The Rangers won that game 19-3.
File Photo
Monday's game saw the
Division I University of New
Mexico Lobos defeat our Rangers, 14-7. Tuesday's game was .
rained out by the same weather
that hit Denver earlier in the
week.
The cancellation was the
fourth game of the year nixed
for Regis, who was unable to
travel to Omaha, Nebraska last
r--·- - - - - - - - - - - i

i

by Jennifer Cordero
Sports Reporter

Basketball season has finally come to an end for the
Lady Rangers as they finished
a very long, hard working season with a record of 15-12 overall
and 7-7 in Conference.
The Rangers last home
game was a tremendous win for
the Ranger's with a 99-96 victory over the University of
Southern Colorado.
The Rangers were the sole
possessors of fourth place in
the CAC Conference. Many of
the players led the Conference
in several categories. Anita
Foskuhl, Jr., Led the Conference with an average of 18.5
points per game. Corrine Deters, Jr., had an average high
for this year of 8. 7 rebounds per
game. Jalane Daily, Sophomore,
finished first in the Conference
with an average of .848 free
throws per game and also had
an average of 3.7 assists per
game in individual scoring.

Corrine Deters finished second
with an average of .827 free
throws per gmne. Ali Betcher,
Fr., finished first in individual
statistics with an average of3. l
steals per gmne.
The Lady Rangers played
a hard and long season U1at
finally came to an end. The
team promises to be stronger
and more experienced next year

because of all U1e players returning witl1 U1e exception of
Junior Loni Hall ;rnd Shelly
Dinges, which will be a sad loss
for U1e team. Shelly will be
joining the tennis temn here at
Regis. GOOD LUCK SI JELLY'
Loni will be missed deeply and
will always be remembered for
sparking U1e terun on the court.
GOOD LUCK LONI!!!!

Post player Julie Eymann awaits the result of her shot as 0U1e
Rangers fight for position.
File Photo

March 7 and 8 the Rangers
play at home against the University of Wyoming Cowpokes,

another Division I squad. CAC
action begins when Regis tries
to avenge last week's 11-6 loss
to the University of Denver.
That game will be March 18th
here at Regis at 2:00 pm. The
Rangers also play Metro State
March 25th at 2:00 here.

Facts du jour

•· JRIRl11!Hai1!ftrus··• ~lip·

The United States grows about 300 million boxes· of citrus fruit
each year, What that includes:

l._

~OURCE : Agriculture Department
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Election (cont. from P. l).,.__ _ _ _ _ __
"The elections committee
members were unsure of their
territory," Mclnerney said. As
a result, Perkins was returned
to the ballot.
"We did not feel that we
could disqualify someone from
an election for an error on the
part of the elections committee," Mcinerney said.

Mondragon, however,
remained off of the ballot because she had not communicated with the elections committee concerning her decision.
In addition, Mclnerney said
that a longer election committee training period was in the
works.

.
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Entertain men _____________
Oscar's for Wayne's World--Shyeeeaaahh! Rriiggghhht!
by Jeffrey Ryan

ofthisreporterthatthenew
Paramountfilm, Wayne's
World, is the best comedy
Four of Five Stars
of '92. Quite an accomplishmentconsideringthat
It is the honest opinion
this is only
March!
So,
we
must now delve
into the quagmire that is
W a y n e 's
World to understand this
film'ssubtleyet
obvious, memorable
yet
unobtrusive,
awesome yet
laughable lack
of plot.
Wayne's
World, the concept, first became popular on
the most excellent late night
variety show
Saturday
Night Live
(SNL)duringits
1990-91 season.
B u t
W ay ne ' s
World, still the
concept,
is
mucholderthan
that. Wayne's
most excellent
mastermind is
H urlm ie s ter
Mike Myers.
Mike extrapolated (give
meaquarterfor
that one) the
idea
for
W ay n e ' s
Worldfromhis
childhoodheadbanging adventures,
his
father's passion
for Monty Python and Peter
Sellers and a

Entertainment Reporter

little sketch from a 1978
edition of SNL (one in
which Steve Martin said,
"NOT!").
Wayne's World is
based on real characters,
realplaces,andreallyrocking good music - kind of
scary huh?
Okay, okay, moving
right along, it is now time
todiscussWayne'sWorld
the most excellent film!
DescribedbyDanaCarvey
(Garth) as "a multi-million dollar teenage wet
dream," Wayne's World
is, for all intents and purposes, a 90-plus minute
SNL sketch.
It lacks any intricate
plot. Itlacksanyconvincing make-up. It lacks any
integrity. Party on! The
plot (if you can call it that)
is as follows: 1. Wayne
and Garth have a public
access cable show; 2.
· Some big-shot producer
andbadguybuystheshow;
3. Waynefallsinlovewith
a robo-babe; 4. Wayne
gets a most excellent guitar; 5. The big-shot producer/bad guy steals
Wayne's show, his babe
and his best friend; 6.
Wayne and Garth save the
dayandeveryoneishappy.
Pretty intricate huh?
But hey, this is not a "plotflick," it's a "fun-flick."
Wayne'sWorldisakicking good time.
Right, okay, now it's
time to review this most
ostentatious film (I wonder what the hell that
means?) ...
Wayne's World is a
real party. It's the sort of
movie that you wantto see
either drunk, with some
goodfriends,ordrunkwith
some good friends.
Now I am not condon-

Chris ' CampU S

ing
drinking
(NOT!), but I am
condoning reaping
the maximum enjoyment from this
excellent film.
Here is how you
need to approach
Wayne's World:
Don't expect high
humor, expectpuke
jokes; don't expect .
great acting, expect
a bunch of headbangers doing just
that; don't expect
redeeming social
messages, expect
more puke jokes;
but most important,
don't expect to cry,
expect to blow
chunks!
The way I see
it, this is a must see
movie. It'sfun,it's
entertaining, and
it's destined to win
the
Academy
Award--AndMonkeys might fly out
of my butt! Not!
Okay, so now
the review is done-awesome! Party
on Regis! And remember, if you
hurl,hurlintoacup!
Until the next issue!

GET

INVOLVED!!
Be a Student Representative!

~
9 Positions available for 1992-93 year!
with stipend
2 sophomore reps.
2 junior reps.
2 senior reps.

3off~eps

Applications available March 4,
Due back March 20.
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Application/Interview Process tor selection.

